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Abstract
A Name for Me: Reading Charlotte Salomon’s Life? or Theatre? as a Haggadah
Shannon Stride
This thesis explores how an understanding of the Haggadah—the ritual Passover script
commemorating the Israelites’ Exodus from Egypt—illuminates otherwise hidden facets of
Charlotte Salomon’s Leben? oder Theater? (Life? or Theatre?). In the epigraph to her work, Salomon
writes that in 1941 she receded from all people and from the war raging on around her to paint and
in doing so, to find “what I had to find: namely myself: a name for me.” This hidden exploration of
the self resulted in thousands of semiautobiographical gouaches that she would later organize into
her magnum opus, a silent opera titled Life? or Theatre?. A feat beyond comparison, scholars have
long debated how we can categorize this play and in recent years, have asked what role Salomon’s
Judaism played in her creation of Life? or Theatre?. Taking this question as a point of departure, this
thesis examines how reading Life? or Theatre? in relationship with the Haggadah provides us with a
new perspective on Salomon’s search for a name. Both Life? or Theatre? and the Haggadah share a
number of narratological commonalities: they mix image, text, and music, employ similar visual
conventions, and tell the story of a people subject to the bitterness of oppression. Salomon’s play,
however, does not end with the parting of seas, but instead diverges from the familiar order of the
Haggadah to tell a new story focused on the abuses of patriarchy and women’s subsequent despair.
In understanding the Haggadah—its history and iconography—scholars can recognize Salomon’s
allusions to the ritual text, but more significantly, can also recognize how she differences the
Haggadah to tell women’s stories. Ultimately, I conclude that Salomon engages with and departs
from the images and stories of the Haggadah in order to tell a story centring her own life and
subjectivity, as well as that of the women she loved, thereby revealing their exclusion from the
traditional text and from the promises of salvation found within it. In painting Life? or Theatre?,

iv
Salomon resists her exclusion from the Haggadah, creating her own freedom, situating herself as a
subject in her play, and naming herself as an artist.
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Introduction
A woman sits on a shoreline surrounded by water so deeply blue that its waves blend into
the vast expanse of sky above it (fig. 1). Her orange-red body clothed only in a murky green bathing
suit stands out against the cerulean background and occupies the majority of the frame. I find myself
drawn to the fiery, expressionist brushstrokes curving down her exposed spine and notice my eyes
tracing and retracing the black text inscribed there: Leben oder Theater. Life or Theatre. She does
not turn to face me, nor does she return my gaze, but rather she stares attentively down at her
paintbrush as she applies the first brushstrokes of yellow and red to her page.
This woman sits, painting intently on the rocks of the wave-worn cliffs of St. Jean Cap
Ferrat, a small peninsula on the French Côte d’Azur. This Mediterranean setting has long attracted
artists in search of a quiet haven for their creativity. Henri Matisse, Marc Chagall, Pablo Picasso, and
Jean Cocteau all found inspiration in St. Jean’s crystalline waters and lush landscape. The woman on
the shoreline, however—the Jewish-German artist Charlotte Salomon (1917-1943)—had retreated
into these hills in 1941, not in search of their natural beauty, but with a more personal and more
urgent goal in mind: to record her entire life in paint.1 As Italian forces marched ever closer to her
coastal refuge, Charlotte Salomon understood that persecution awaited her. Though she could not
know the terrifying extent of this persecution—that as she painted, Nazi officials and their
collaborators were implementing their so-called “Final Solution of the Jewish Question,” that she
would be deported a year later to Auschwitz-Birkenau with her newly married husband, five months
pregnant with their unborn child, nor that she would be murdered there at the age of twenty-six—
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Before her arrest and eventual deportation, Salomon entrusted Life? or Theatre? to a local doctor in
St. Jean Cap Ferrat, named Dr. Moridis, urging him to guard them with the plea, “c’est toute ma
vie.” The feminist narrative theorist Julia Watson details this period of Salomon’s life in her chapter,
“Autobiography as Cultural Performance: Charlotte Salomon’s Life? or Theatre?” in her and Sidonie
Smith’s Interfaces: Women, Autobiography, Image, Performance (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
2002).
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she did understand that she was in danger and she dedicated herself to her project with an everincreasing urgency. From the garden of her seaside hotel, she hid from the encroaching darkness of
war and genocide and produced more than 1000 semi-autobiographical works on paper in gouache.
She later selected 769 of these paintings—along with hundreds of overlay sheets of tracing paper
inscribed with narration, dialogue, and musical cues for her audience—to complete her life’s work, a
biomythographic artist’s book and illustrated drama titled Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel (Life? or
Theatre?: A Songplay).2 Her singespiel in drei farben—or her Three-Colour songplay—concludes with this
image (fig. 1), leaving us in the audience gazing upon the painted Charlotte as she sits above the
Mediterranean and begins to illustrate her life story, thus bringing us back to the beginning of the
narrative cycle and its title: Life? or Theatre?.3
Obediently, I flip back my copy of Life? or Theatre? to its beginning and imagine the curtains
rising on the stage as the set changes to reveal the streets of interwar Berlin (fig. 2). A young woman
appears clouded in the darkness of a November night, walking the city streets and along the shores
of Lake Schlachtensee as a narrator announces: “One November day, Charlotte Knarre left her
parents’ home and threw herself into the water.”4 The next page reveals Charlotte Knarre’s body,
lying peacefully in death on a round table or perhaps in a basket or a coffin (fig. 3). A death
announcement looms in the centre of the page below Charlotte Knarre’s unresponsive body, awash
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I borrow the term “biomythography” from the radical feminist poet Audre Lorde. Lorde created
the term “biomythography” to refer to a style of composition that weaves myth, history, and
biography in epic narrative and which transgresses genre. Lorde explores biomyth in Zami: A New
Spelling of My Name (Berkeley, CA: Crossing Press, Feminist Series, 1982). Additionally, I use the
term singespiel in accordance with the title Salomon chose for her play. In this title, Salomon
misspelled the word singspiel, the German-language form of popular song-play or comic operetta.
3
Throughout this thesis, I will use “narrator” to refer to the narrator, “Salomon” or “Charlotte
Salomon” to refer to the artist, and “Charlotte,” for the fictional character. In doing so, I intend to
distinguish between the historical artist, her narratorial voice, and the fictional Charlotte she painted.
4
Charlotte Salomon, “1. AUFZUG” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, gouache on paper, 194042. Plate M004156, courtesy of Joods Historisch Museum, Amsterdam.
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in unnatural purples and blues. Her family—a mother, father, and sister—crouch at the bottom of
the page, engulfed in the deep blues of their grief. As the play progresses, this sister, Fränze,
eventually starts a family of her own. She gives birth to a daughter just as beautiful and complicated
as her sister and names her Charlotte. Salomon’s songplay thus opens with the memory of a suicide
that took place years before her birth and the subsequent loss of the aunt for whom she was named
but would never meet.
As Salomon illustrates the childhood and youth that follows, she crowds each page with
more imagined memories and ghosts from her past: her deceased namesake, the mother and
grandmother she would also lose to suicidal depression, the lover, country, language, and family she
was separated from, and the grandfather who, she implies, sexually abused her, and from whom she
could not escape. She also paints herself, again and again, as if to seal her image into the memories
of all those who view her work and to ensure her survival at least in the scenes of her play. In the
epigraph to Life? or Theatre?, Salomon explains her desire to create this self-referential work and in
doing so, to “find what I had to find: namely, myself—a name for me.”5 Symbolically nameless and
trapped at the very edge of Europe as a victim of both an external, racialized oppression and an
internal, familial subjugation, Salomon seized her story from the namelessness surrounding her and
ushered her audience into what the art historian Griselda Pollock names “a fantasia on subjectivity
itself.”6 Throughout her fantasia, Salomon focuses unflinchingly on the tragedies that coloured her
life and the lives of the women she loved: the gender roles that distanced them from their creative
potential and trapped them in their homes as well as the violence that existed behind those very
walls. Life? or Theatre? serves, therefore, as the historian Darcy Buerkle writes, “as a productive

5

Salomon, “Untitled,” 1940-42. Plate M004931-B.
Griselda Pollock, Charlotte Salomon and the Theatre of Memory (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2018), 407.
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reaction to the effacement of women’s despair.”7 In an act of daring self-assertion, Salomon invites
us into her theatrical and visual world where she lays waste to the boundaries that separate us from
her, the living from the dead, the past from the present, the private from the public, image from
text, and memory from fantasy, writing a testimony to her own existence.
Though Salomon remained nameless as an artist in her lifetime and the decades that
followed her death, in recent years, many scholars have heeded her call to enter her theatre and to
keep her memory alive. Mary Lowenthal Felstiner’s 1994 biography, To Paint her Life: Charlotte
Salomon in the Nazi Era, inaugurated this critical engagement, along with her insistence therein that
though Salomon’s work centres her familial trauma, it is not a diary but an opera, “bold in artistry,
short on innocence.”8 A number of remarkable scholars have since contributed to the art historical
and dramaturgical scholarship surrounding Salomon’s work, including Griselda Pollock, Ariela
Freedman, Ernst van Alphen, Edward Timms, Deborah Schultz, Darcy Buerkle, Julia Watson,
Astrid Schmetterling, Michael Steinberg, and Monica Bohm-Duchen.9 Each has asked how we can
categorize this intermedial play despite the challenges it poses to such aesthetic definition. This is a
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Darcy Buerkle “Historical Effacements: Facing Charlotte Salomon,” in Reading Charlotte Salomon, ed.
Michael Steinberg and Monica Bohm-Duchen (London: Cornell University Press, 2006), 73.
8
Mary Lowenthal Felstiner, To Paint Her Life: Charlotte Salomon in the Nazi Era (New York, NY:
Harper Collins, 1994), 224.
9
Griselda Pollock, Charlotte Salomon and the Theatre of Memory (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2018); Ariela Freedman, “Charlotte Salomon’s Life? or Theater?: A Melodrama?” Criticism 55, no. 4
(2013): 617–636; Ernst van Alphen, “Charlotte Salomon: Autobiography as a Resistance to History”
in Inside the Visible : An Elliptical Traverse of 20th Century Art in, of, and from the Feminine, ed. Catherine
de Zegher (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1996), 218-231; Edward Timms and Deborah Schultz,
Pictorial Narrative in the Nazi Period: Felix Nussbaum, Charlotte Salomon and Arnold Daghani
(London: Routledge, 2016); Darcy Buerkle, Nothing Happened: Charlotte Salomon and an Archive
of Suicide (Ann Arbor, Mich.: The University of Michigan Press, 2013); Julia Watson,
“Autobiography as Cultural Performance: Charlotte Salomon’s Life? or Theatre?” in Interfaces: Women,
Autobiography, Image, Performance, ed. Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 2002), 352-382; Astrid Schmetterling, Charlotte Salomon: 1917-1943: Bilder eines Lebens
(Frankfurt: Jüdischer Verlag im Suhrkamp, 2001); Michael Steinberg and Monica Bohm-Duchen,
Reading Charlotte Salomon (London: Cornell University Press, 2006).
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difficult question, without a singular answer. For how could we neatly classify Life? or Theatre?, a
visual play so rare for its combination of image, text, and music and so staggering for its length? Just
how do we begin to understand a work by an artist who—in her tragically short lifetime—was never
interviewed, and left behind no diary entries, and few letters or other paintings? Without true
precedent, Pollock admits, “I, for one, am not sure that I can know fully what I am looking
at.”10 Salomon, herself, agreed with this sentiment, writing that she did not have the vocabulary to
fully describe “the significance of this strange work,” and that much of it remained “shrouded in
darkness” for her.11
Nonetheless, Pollock and others have been undeterred by the enigmatic nature of Salomon’s
songplay and have entered into her brilliant and puzzling theatre to put forward compelling analyses
of her work. These scholars have unravelled some of the play’s many mysteries by looking for its
antecedents—in finding its sources of inspiration and the cultural influences that have shaped it. The
narrative theorist, Julia Watson’s exploration of the echoes of the German kunstlerroman or romantic
novel of artistic growth in Life? or Theater? provides one such compelling examination of Salomon’s
sources.12 Freedman, Schultz, and Timms’ put forward additional readings, looking to Brechtian
theatrical devices, the Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk, the cinematic languages of early film, and the
pictorial conventions of black-and-white comic strips as possible sources of inspiration for
Salomon’s use of dialogue, image, and orchestration.13 These scholars have furthered our
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Griselda Pollock “Theater of Memory: Trauma and Cure in Charlotte Salomon’s Modernist
Fairytale in Reading Charlotte Salomon, ed. Michael Steinberg and Monica Bohm-Duchen (London:
Cornell University Press, 2006), 70.
11
Salomon, “Untitled,” 1940-42. Plate M004155-D.
12
Watson, “Autobiography as Cultural Performance,” 359.
13
Ariela Freedman explores Life? or Theatre? and the cinema in “Charlotte Salomon’s Life? or
Theater?: A Melodrama?” 617; Schultz and Timms discuss the play’s relationship to comic strips in
Pictorial Narrative in the Nazi Period, 52, as does Astrid Schmetterling in Charlotte Salomon: 19171943, 54.
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understanding of this strange and beautiful play, mining Salomon’s art for references to the literary
and visual culture that surrounded her youth in Weimar Berlin.
In looking to works that predate Life? or Theatre?, these scholars do not suggest that the artist
was faithful to any one source of inspiration, but rather argue that being aware of these many
sources enables us to better understand Salomon’s play. Perhaps more significantly, examining
Salomon’s allusions to past works reveals how she differs and diverges from her sources in order to
build something new: her individual subjectivity. The literary studies scholar Ernst van Alphen, for
example, examines how Salomon crafts a new mythology focused on her rebirth as an artist and a
subject in the feminine by alluding to classical mythology, particularly the myth of Orpheus
travelling through the underworld to recover his love and creativity.14 Van Alphen’s research
suggests that Salomon looks backwards to, references, and alters the stories and artworks familiar to
her to centre female subjectivity in her work. Pollock’s agrees, asserting that throughout Life? or
Theatre?, Salomon reimagines the past in order to recover her name, and by extension, her singular
identity as an artist, as a Jewish subject in a world planning to exclude Jews from the human
community, and as a subject in the feminine.15
Building upon this existing research and categorization, I want to put forward an additional
source of inspiration for Life? or Theater?. When flipping through the pages of her songplay, my mind
does not first think of comics or Wagnerian theatre but, rather, of the wine-stained pages of the
Haggadah, the ritual, Jewish script read aloud at each Passover to commemorate the Israelites’
exodus from slavery in Egypt and God’s subsequent creation of the Jewish people at Mount Sinai.
Indeed, in my encounters with Salomon’s work I have been repeatedly struck by echoes of the story
of Exodus and the iconography of the Haggadah, ranging from subtle allusions—such as her

14
15

Van Alphen, “Charlotte Salomon: Autobiography as a Resistance to History,” 221.
Pollock, Charlotte Salomon and the Theatre of Memory, 28.
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depiction of her aunt lying in a basket—to wider thematic similarities—including the play’s focus on
a minority people trapped in the terrifying grip of tyranny.
The possibility of a connection between Life? or Theatre? and the Haggadah touches on an
ongoing debate within the scholarship surrounding the play. In recent years, a number of scholars
have asked what role Jewish religious life plays in Life? or Theatre?. Some, such as Griselda Pollock,
connect the themes of redemption in Life? or Theatre? to the Haggadah.16 Pollock calls Life? or Theatre?
“modernist liturgy” that explores the conditions of redemption in the face of terror and
totalitarianism.17 Pollock goes as far as to deem Salomon’s play a “modern Haggadah” and “a story
at whose hidden heart is again suffering and slavery, and its making is a modern journey through the
desert of death to a means of re-creation.”18 Furthermore, Pollock and Ariela Freedman both discuss
the work’s references to the Yom Kippur Yizkor service.19 The art historian Shelley Hornstein also
connects Life? or Theatre? to the Kaddish, the Jewish prayer of mourning, writing: “In all, it
rapturously exudes layers of an internal struggle, an expression of anger and loss, as the character she
fashions works through while mourning, as with a Kaddish.” 20 These scholars share my sense that
Jewish liturgy and visual culture influenced Salomon, though none have ever explored the apparent
connections between the Haggadah and Life? or Theatre? in depth.
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Other scholars disagree entirely with the proposition that Salomon was influenced by
religion, arguing that her depiction of Jewish life in Weimar and Nazi Germany is “resolutely
secular.”21 Deborah Schultz and Edward Timms go as far as to say that “[t]he most surprising
silence,” throughout Salomon’s expansive play, “relates to the religious practices of Judaism…From
this we may infer that Salomon intended her narrative of the persecution of the Jews to be
construed within a secular rather than a religious framework.”22
In the following pages, I will explore how reading Life? or Theatre? in relationship with
contemporary, illustrated Haggadot adds to our existing understanding of Salomon’s work. Both mix
text and image and make use of familiar music to tell the story of a people or person excluded from
wider society and subsequently subject to unthinkable oppression. Salomon’s depictions of antiSemitic racism rising in Germany between the wars recalls depictions of the bitterness of slavery in
illustrated Haggadot. My ambition in noting these connections is not to claim Life? or Theatre? as a
contemporary Haggadah, not even one in symbolic disguise, for there are as many divergences as
there are similarities. Life? or Theatre? lacks some of the recognizable features of the Haggadah, such
as the Four Sons iconography and includes images foreign to Jewish religious art, such as
illustrations of Christmas celebrations (fig. 4). My goal throughout this essay is not to create a list of
such similarities and disparities, but rather, to ask whether an understanding of Jewish ritual and
visual culture, and particularly the iconography of the Haggadot made in Salomon’s lifetime, might
illuminate otherwise hidden facets of the work and enrich our understanding of her search for a
name for herself. Salomon’s divergence from the Haggadah—even more than its similarity to it—
drives my interpretation of the work. By noticing the parallel between the Jewish liturgical text and
Life? or Theatre?, the magnitude and significance of Salomon’s differencing of earlier works and
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subsequent turn towards subjectivity in the feminine—as proposed by van Alphen, Buerkle, and
Pollock—comes all the more sharply into focus.
To explore Salomon’s relationship with the Haggadah, I first will turn to the history of the
ritual text itself. The Haggadah—as both the script for the Passover seder and its main subject—
holds a central place in Jewish culture and self-understanding. Just as Salomon claimed her selfhood
through her work, the Haggadah reminds its readers that Jews became a people in the process of
fleeing Egypt. In the second section of this thesis, I identify the connections between the Haggadah
and Salomon’s magnum opus, visible at the levels of narrative, fabula, visual technique, and
iconography. Then, in the final section, I turn to the differences between the two works, exploring
how Salomon departs from and revises the traditional Haggadah structure to tell a story that centres
women: the oppressive structures that colour their lives with suffering, the sexualized violence
hidden within the walls of their homes, and the tyranny outside of it that robs them of their names.
My analysis of these similarities and differences is grounded in the methodological lens of
narrative theory. Mieke Bal’s definition of the narrative as “a finite, structured whole composed of
signs,” such as words and sentences, as well as “cinematic shots and sequences, or painted dots,
lines, and blots,”23 will instruct my analysis. Bal’s broad definition of a narrative demonstrates how
narratology can be used to yield rich interpretations of pictorial narrativity. Her suggestion that
artwork is illuminated when we put it in conversation with other texts, events, artifacts, and
collective cultural memories guides my desire to read Salomon’s songplay in relationship with the
Haggadah. Additionally, feminist theory of women’s narrative and subjectivity provides another
foundation for my analysis. The literary theorist, Robyn Warhol’s understanding of feminist
narratology as “the study of narrative structures and strategies in the context of cultural
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constructions of gender” informs my approach to Salomon’s depiction of female despair.24
Throughout her book, Shattered Subjects: Trauma And Testimony in Women’s Life-Writing, the literary
theorist Suzette Henke argues that feminist narratology provides us with a lens through which to
examine the feminine self, shattered by traumatic experience. Henke’s description of narrative
recovery, as a term in the field of narratology that “…pivots on a double entendre meant to evoke
both the recovery of past experiences through narrative articulation and the psychological
reintegration of a traumatically shattered subject” guides my exploration of how Salomon recovers
this stolen name in paint.25
In examining the layers of narrative within Life? or Theatre?, I hope to uncover some of the
many possible ways Salomon attempted to counter the namelessness she experienced both as a Jew
living in hiding from the hatred of fascism and as a woman trapped in the living nightmare of abuse.
When the world tried to blot out her name and story, Salomon erected a monument to her
subjectivity in paint, painting thousands of pages of autobiography as a way to stay alive, to choose
life over death. Reading her fantasia on subjectivity in relationship with Jewish liturgy and visual
culture provides us with a new window into Salomon’s theatrical world. Examining Life? or Theatre?
beside contemporary Haggadot is not enriching because Salomon’s work is a simple copy of the
Haggadah, but for precisely the opposite reason: it diverges from the traditional text, while making
allusions to it, to depict both domestic and political tyranny in the form of narrative recovery.
Salomon mixes several genres, including Jewish liturgical sources, thereby reshaping a tradition that
historically privileged male perspectives in order to relate her story of coming of age as an artist and
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as a Jewish woman in a time of persecution. Or, as I argue in the chapters that follow, Salomon
differences the Haggadah as an aesthetic response to the extreme evidence of inhumanity she
witnessed in her short lifetime.26 In reimagining scenes drawn from Passover imagery, Salomon
dares to name herself, to articulate and counter her darkest memories in the form of a silent, visual
opera, and to reinscribe feminine subjectivity onto the treasured texts of a traditionally patriarchal
culture all while insisting that her audience remains engaged with her story and remembers her play.

Haggadot
The Haggadah, or “telling,” is the collection of prayers, blessings, legends, rabbinic commentary, and
songs that is bound into a single book and recited during the ritual seder meal on the first evening of
Passover.27 Around the world, in the Hebrew month of Nisan, Jews gather in their family homes or
perhaps at the home of a loved one, to read from this book together in a night of celebratory,
ritualized dinner theatre. The text of the Haggadah acts as the script for this performance,
instructing its readers when to eat symbolic foods, when to sing folk songs, and when to recite the
story of the Israelites’ exodus from Egypt. This text emerged in its earliest form in the late fourth
century to commemorate this sojourn from slavery and to fulfill the biblical injunction to fathers to
teach their sons this story: “And thou shall tell thy son in that day, ‘It is because of that which the
Lord did for me when I came forth out of Egypt’.”28 The Rabbis first collected the biblical and
midrashic passages that would become the Haggadah in response to the Roman siege of Jerusalem,
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the destruction of the Second Temple, the suppression of Jewish communities throughout Judea,
and the subsequent flight of Jews from Eretz Yisrael. In the diasporic displacement of the Jews, the
observance of Passover moved from the Temple to individual family homes, necessitating a text to
guide such familial celebrations. The Haggadah we know today thus recalls the oppression of the
Jews long-ago in Egypt and reflects the continued oppression of the Jews under new gentile leaders.
As night falls on the first evening of Passover, Jews open their well-worn Haggadot—often
stained with wine and bent from years of use. They gather around tables, full to bursting. The scent
of chicken soup and gefilte fish waft from the kitchen enticingly, dancing with the smells of candle
wax, wine, and herbs on the table, but it is not time to eat yet. First comes the important business,
the very purpose of the ritual meal: to remember Exodus and to ensure that the generations to come
do as well. Participants begin to read aloud from the Haggadah, starting with an explanation of the
seder’s proceedings. After this introduction comes the first of four blessings over wine and
instructions for washing one’s hands. These steps are followed by a section titled Maggid, in which
the Exodus story is retold. The youngest child at the table asks four questions—often in song—
probing at why this night is different from all other nights (Mah nishtanah halailah hazeh mikol haleilot?).
One or multiple participants respond by explaining how this night memorializes the time when, long
ago, Pharaoh “who knew not Joseph,” was not aware of the contributions he and his descendants
made to the land nor Joseph’s integration in the royal court, and grew weary of the growing Israelite
population in Egypt.29 The participants continue to tell the children how, to prevent the Israelites
from growing further and gaining the power that such growth could afford them, Pharaoh enslaved
them, forcing men and women alike to work hard, demeaning labour building his port cities. But his
fear and resentment of his slaves increased in tandem with his oppression of them, leading him to
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declare to his people: “Every [Israelite] son that is born ye shall cast into the river.”30 Taskmasters
ripped children from the arms of their parents. Desperate and wild with grief, the Israelites cried out
to God. And as the Haggadah states:
And the Eternal heard our voice; as it is said (Exodus 2:24): and God heard their groaning,
and remembered his covenant with Abraham, Isaac, and with Jacob…And the Eternal
brought us forth from Egypt, with a strong hand and with an outstretched arm; with terror,
and with signs and wonders (Deuteronomy 26:8).31
God listened to the Jewish people, intervening to release ten plagues onto Egypt and to part the Sea
of Reeds, thereby freeing them from their bondage there.
As participants rejoice in God’s faithfulness to the Jewish people, they eat unleavened bread
or matzo, bitter herbs dipped in saltwater, and a sweet condiment called charoset. The blandness of
the matzo cracker dissolves slowly on their tongues, drying out their mouths and reminding them of
the haste with which they had to flee Egypt. A bite of bitter herbs—often fresh horseradish, parsley,
or endive—conversely, brings tears to their eyes. Rabbi Vanessa Ochs describes this section of the
Haggadah, writing that its message can be succinctly summarized as: “Recite this! Teach that! Imbibe
and ingest the sweet fruit and nut paste called charoset, the bitter herbs, the springy greens, the flatcrunchy matzah! Remember worse times, pray for better ones!”32 To observe Passover, therefore, it
is not enough simply to remember or even to retell the story of Exodus. Rather, one must also
project oneself into the story in order personally to experience the move from slavery to liberation.
After this flurry of ritual activity and consumption of strange foods, participants finally get to enjoy
the festive meal, followed by Psalms and songs. Pleasantly fed, the adults recline, sing, and enjoy the
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evening unwind as the Haggadah comes to its conclusion, perhaps with children sleeping on their
laps.
This annual celebration of a night so different from all other nights can be understood as a
ritualizing of both legend and history: the turning of the Exodus story into a night of dinner theatre
laden with cultural and religious significance that the Hebrew Bible scholar Joel Baden calls a
ritualizing of history with “a series of established steps that invest the rite with a coherent
meaning.”33 Through these ritualized steps, the Haggadah blurs the boundaries between the cast and
audience of Exodus. As the scholar of Jewish art history Marc Michael Epstein writes, “Jews must
put themselves in the very shoes of those who hastily traversed the borders of the Land of Egypt on
the night of the Exodus, fleeing the bondage of Egypt’s Pharaoh for the service of Sinai’s God.”34
Participants narrate the Maggid story in first person and experience its meaning both viscerally and
contemporaneously as they read its words aloud. The Haggadah states that we were slaves in Egypt
and participants experience this very bitterness as the harsh taste of salted herbs brings tears to their
eyes. Participation in the seder, therefore, is participation in the Exodus itself. Around the seder
tables, Jews are reminded that they belong to the God of Exodus, a mighty and faithful God who
parts seas and punishes tyranny.

As long as Jews have been gathering to commemorate their liberation from Egypt, the
Haggadah has also served as an expression of Jewish creativity. We have inherited illustrations in
fragments of Haggadot dating from as early as the ninth and tenth centuries. Later surviving
fragments feature evermore complex illustrations and by the fourteenth century in Sepharad, and the
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fifteenth century in Ashkenaz, the Haggadah became an object one owned, as wealthy Jews began
commissioning artists to illuminate these personal ritual objects.35 Some of the most treasured
manuscripts in Jewish history emerge from this period, including the Birds’ Head Haggadah (1300), the
Sarajevo Haggadah (1350-1370), and the Washington Haggadah (1478). With the invention of the
printing press in 1450, the Haggadah became a mass-produced item, illuminated by beautiful
woodcuts and copperplate engravings. These printed Haggadot flourished and spread across
Europe, establishing an enduring pictorial tradition. Common iconography from this period includes
illustrations of the Jewish patriarchs—particularly Abraham—as well as images of the bondage of
the Israelites in Egypt, Moses lying in a basket in the bulrushes, and Elijah and the messiah arriving
at the gates of Jerusalem. Later additions to this iconography include detailed depictions of the Ten
Plagues and The Four Sons.
German Haggadot from the Weimar and Nazi-era recast this iconographic tradition in
contemporary idiom. The Prague Haggadah (1526) and Amsterdam Haggadah (1695) represent the
“wicked son” as a soldier, establishing a longstanding Jewish iconographic tradition that endured
well into the twentieth century. Historian Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi has observed that “this Jewish
equation of wickedness and war is sufficiently eloquent to speak for itself,” in indeed, the Jewish
tradition of depicting the wicked son as a soldier took on a new and almost prophetic meaning in
Charlotte Salomon’s youth.36 For example, Jakob Steinhardt reimagined the Four Sons in his 1923
Berlin Haggadah, depicting the “wicked” in the recognizable helmet of a Prussian soldier (fig. 5). As
industrialized warfare decimated a generation of Europe’s sons and the rise of fascist dictatorships
rendered Jewish life on the continent ever more perilous, the Haggadah and its motifs gained new
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meaning. As Salomon and her neighbours encountered increasingly virulent anti-Semitism and
eventually, state-enforced persecution, many celebrated Passover and clung to the stories and psalms
found within the Haggadah with a new sense of meaning. In the Weimar and Nazi periods, writes
scholar of rabbinics, Baruch Bokser, “[t]he exodus, more than a unique event in the past, takes on a
mythic quality to a far greater degree…It helps people continue to believe that a new social and
national order can and will come about.”37 The Passover seder, Bokser continues to explain,
provided German Jews “with a channel in which to direct their hopes and anxieties concerning
redemption.”38 Marion Kaplan quotes Rabbi Joachim Prinz, who explains the growing interest in
Pesach as Jewish life became more uncertain in Germany, writing, “[i]f the slaves of Egypt could be
redeemed from their fate, then so could we. Suddenly the public Seder evenings in the Berlin Jewish
Community were so crowded that people had to be turned away. The old songs and texts were
absolutely current.”39
The printing of new Haggadot consequently exploded in Salomon’s childhood. Whereas the
eighteenth century saw only 234 new Haggadot globally, over a thousand new editions were printed
in the first four decades of the twentieth alone.40 A large number of these Haggadot were published
in Germany, reflecting the renaissance of Jewish art and culture in Berlin in the early 1920s. Many
featured explanations about the traditional text, translations into German, transliterations of the
Hebrew blessings, and musical notation for assimilated Jews previously unfamiliar with the holiday.
Though war, economic collapse, and tyranny darkened their lives, returning to the Haggadah
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reminded many German Jews that they had endured such hardships before and that their God
listened to their pleas.
Even secular Jews turned to the Haggadah with renewed interest in the early twentieth
century. Both secular Zionists and secular socialist Jews revised the traditional Haggadah to reflect
their political goals, largely excising God from the text’s promise of a future filled with redemption.
As Ochs explains, secular Jews sought a break with the ancestral Haggadah,
[believing] they were free to reject the rituals stipulated by Jewish law in order to
reinterpret them. If sections of the Haggadah were deemed to be no longer relevant, they
could be altered, rejected, and even, in later years, revived…the Haggadah was—as it has
been since its conception—a site for negotiation. It provided the platform for reframing the
meanings of former Jewish practices, promoting new ones, and trying out new
theologies…Within their particular contexts, these new Haggadot recontextualized the
traditional Passover narrative by interpreting the relationship between the Jewish past and
the present they inhabited.41
Zionists illuminators created Haggadot replete with new iconography, depicting the Temple in
Jerusalem and the agricultural abundance surrounding it to call Jews towards the kibbutzim of
Palestine.42 Secular artists moved away from the pictorial motifs established by eighteenth-century
printed Haggadot, instead inventing illustrations resulting from new attitudes towards the text.
These Haggadot did away with the previous emphasis on the hope for the future messianic age and
the associated images of the messiah or the prophet Elijah, instead transforming the concept of
redemption from the spiritual to the more concrete and from the far-away future to the present.43
These texts and images did not emphasize God’s hand in creating such liberation, focusing instead
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on the human: showing young Jews harvesting the abundance of Palestine and the European
political movements that would fight for Jewish safety and self-determination in the present.
In an attempt to modernize the message and iconography of the Haggadah, many artists also
re-imagined its motifs in decidedly more experimental styles, imbuing the familiar pages of the
Haggadot with the aesthetics of modernism. We can see such modernist revisions of the “Moses in
the bulrushes” iconography in Janine Aghion’s Egyptian-inspired watercolours featured in Edmond
Fleg’s 1925 Parisian Haggada de Pessah (fig. 6) and in the shocking monochrome simplicity of Otto
Geismar’s stick-figure “Ten Plagues” in his 1927 Berlin Haggadah (fig. 7). The Polish-born, German
artist Jakob Steinhardt also reimagined the Haggadah with a compellingly dramatic and modern
interpretation of the Maggid in woodcut (fig. 8). Michael Brenner describes this Haggadah in his
book The Renaissance of Jewish Culture in Weimar Germany, writing that Steinhardt’s version
reflected a society marked by war, economic crisis, and social misery…The illustrations of
this Haggadah do not attempt to reveal an imaginary past, with Egyptian pyramids and
oriental desert scenes. They plainly depict postwar Germany, a time of social grievances and
personal tragedy.44
Brenner continues to note that this Haggadah, otherwise so conspicuously German, is written
entirely in Hebrew, “a rather unusual innovation at a time when most German Jews could hardly
read the Hebrew and certainly could not understand it.”45 Brenner concludes that Steinhardt created
his Haggadah as an artist’s book, rather than a liturgical book, “in which the text was less significant
than the illustrations.”46 Other artists similarly appropriated motifs found in the Haggadah in their
art. The Expressionist artist, Arthur Kolnik, for example, turned the popular seder song “Chad
Gadya,” into a striking expressionist woodcut print (fig. 9). The Russian illustrator, El Lissitzky, also
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found inspiration in this song, turning it into a series of lithograph prints in the Neue Sachlichkeit
(New Objectivity) style (fig. 10-11).
The transformation of the Haggadah from a liturgical book with a familiar iconography into
a singular work of art reflecting the unique style and political beliefs of its creator is most apparent in
the Polish graphic artist Arthur Szyk’s Szyk Haggadah (1934-1936). In deep jewel-tones, Szyk does
not hide from either the beauty or the grotesque nature of the Maggid story, painting horrifying
scenes of slavery and divine retribution, as well as liberation and celebration in obsessive detail (fig.
12). As fascist politicians throughout Europe staged their assault on humanity, Szyk painted
swastikas on the armbands of the Egyptian characters in his Haggadah, directly tying the tyranny of
his day to that found in the Hebrew Bible. Ochs explains that though his fearful publisher
compelled him to paint over the swastikas, his analogies to Nazi Germany remained evident
throughout his depiction of oppression in Egypt. She writes: “With pyramids in the background,
Szyk connected the degraded Jews of Europe, portrayed in chains, to the Israelite slaves.
Downtrodden in both eras, they reached out for elusive help.”47 In reimagining traditional Haggadot
motifs to crowd his pages with illustrations of biblical characters and contemporary Jewish faces side
by side, Szyk effectively draws comparison between the Jewish plight under Nazi occupation and the
Israelite plight under Pharaoh in Egypt (fig. 13). Szyk thus inserts a contemporary political message
into his art by means of his stunning, unique illustrations.
Charlotte Salomon was born into this golden age of Jewish culture in Berlin and into the
midst of the developments in Haggadah imagery that took place there. She grew up in the
predominantly Jewish neighbourhood of Charlottenburg, in the midst of artists, authors, and
political actors reimagining what a Haggadah could be. The texts were ubiquitous in her childhood;
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even pop-up Haggadot for children were available in Berlin, using pull-tabs and wheels to allow their
readers to see the characters of Exodus moving on the page (fig. 14-15). We do not know for certain
that Salomon was familiar with the Haggadah, nor that she ever celebrated Passover, as she was
born into an assimilated Jewish family. We do, however, know that Salomon did attend a Reform
shul with her religiously observant stepmother and was confirmed there.48 She thus participated in
Jewish life, both culturally and religiously, throughout her youth. There is, at minimum, historical
plausibility for the hypothesis that she was influenced by the Haggadah that were experiencing such
a cultural rejuvenation at the time. Turning now to Salomon’s songplay, that plausibility is further
bolstered.

Life? or Theatre?
Towards the beginning of Life? or Theatre?—indeed as early as page four—Salomon establishes her
familiarity with the Judaic liturgy (fig. 16). Griselda Pollock has noted the similarity of this page, with
its gold panels and bright red text, to a medieval Hebrew manuscript, “rich with gold leaf.”49 At the
top of this page, we can read a quotation from Psalm 8:5, “What is man, that thou art mindful of
him?”50 In the Reform German Jewish tradition, this psalm opens the Yom Kippur Yizkor service, a
yearly service used to commemorate the deceased.51 Salomon thus begins Life? or Theatre? with a
mournful affiliation to Jewish ritual and introduces her audience to her play as a brightly-coloured
reimagination of her life and an unflinching testament to the personal and political tragedies she
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experienced in those very years. She concludes this introductory section by signing: “The author /
St. Jean / August 1941- ’42 / Or between heaven and earth beyond our era in the year 1 of the new
salvation.”52 After reading this inscription, I turn one more page and am thus thrust back into 1913
Berlin, watching Charlotte Knarre take the final steps before her self-inflicted death.
Salomon’s introduction not only references Yom Kippur rituals, but also mirrors the first
pages of many Haggadot in its didactic aims. Many Haggadot open with detailed title pages, often
surrounded by ornate borders and perhaps gold-leaf. In early-twentieth century German Haggadot,
these title pages sought to engage a generation of assimilated Jews—appealing to both their eyes and
their culturally-German sensibilities. After such ornamented title pages, many feature a page or two
explaining the history of the Haggadah and the seder it orders, and by extension, the spiritual import
of Pesach, with the intention of instructing its readers on the Jewish rituals many had long since
abandoned. One such Haggadah, Herman Falkenberg’s Hagada für die Sederabende (1929), opens with
a didactic chapter explaining the origins of the seder and the history of the Haggadah’s creation.
Similarly, Salomon’s play begins with an introduction explaining its creation, stating:
The creation of the following paintings is to be imagined as follows: A person is sitting
beside the sea. They are painting. A tune suddenly enters their mind. As they start to hum it,
they notice that the tune exactly matches what they are trying to commit to paper. A text
forms in their head, and they start to sing the tune, with their own words, over and over
again in a loud voice until the painting seems complete.53
She instructs her audience to follow her musical cues—indicated on the bottom of many of her
pages—and to join her in singing these songs, familiar to her contemporary audience. Her
explanation of how readers should approach her work and her clear instructions to join her in
singing as they flip through her pages, reflects the instructive purpose of the Haggadah, the didactic
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framing seen at the beginning of many of the German Haggadot of Salomon’s era, and its directions
for the seder participants to sing along to the well-known songs found within its pages.
As I continue to watch Salomon’s play unfold, I recognize further similarities between her
story and that told in the Haggadah. The parallels that align the narrative of Life? or Theatre? with the
Haggadah are structural, based in the shape of the stories they tell. In narratological terms, the
beginning of the Haggadah and Life? or Theatre? share similar fabulas. Mieke Bal defines a fabula as
“a series of logically and chronologically related events that are caused or experienced by actors.”54
The fabula, in other words, is a narrative’s material—or the actors, time, and location—arranged
into a logical series of events. The first scenes of Life? or Theatre? explore the lives of the Knarre and
Kann families leading up to the birth of their only child, Charlotte, showing on recto and verso the
joys and hardships that predate her birth. Where the Haggadah begins with the events that take place
before Joseph was taken to Egypt and generations before the birth of Moses—recounting first
God’s creation of the Earth and the covenant with Abraham—Life? or Theatre too opens with events
that take place before Charlotte’s lifetime and contextualize the story that follows.
As Salomon’s play unfolds, her fabula continues to mirror that of the Maggid section of the
Haggadah as both focus on a family—the Knarres and the sons of Jacob respectively—who work to
belong and become invaluable to a foreign land. Salomon’s first act focuses on her maternal family
as they attempt to establish their place in the German volk. She describes life in her grandparents’
home, writing that “[e]very hour of the day” inside their home, “was put to use and nothing
unforeseen dared disturb the holy order of the house. The two children were raised with a firm but
kindly hand, in accord with the best principles and practices of the day.”55 This constant work
involved, in part, the struggle of her grandparents’ generation to acculturate to proper German
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standards. Salomon writes that the girls were raised to show “a keen enthusiasm for their parents'
love of ancient Greek, history, Goethe, and Schiller.”56 This education was part of the Knarres’
attempts to look, speak, and act like other Germans and consequently, rid themselves of many
outward signs of Jewish difference. Whereas Salomon depicts her great-uncles wearing the
identifiable hats and payot of Orthodox Jewish men (fig. 17), she paints her father and grandfather in
more conventional clothing (fig. 18). The gap between these two generations is huge: where her
distant relatives clung to traditional interpretations of Jewish law, her family laid waste to such
traditions. The parents also took their children on hiking trips in the countryside (fig. 19), sang folksongs such as “Deutschland über alles” (fig. 20), and celebrated Christmas together (fig. 4). As
feminist scholar Jacqueline Rose writes, “[l]ike many German Jews in the first part of the twentieth
century, Salomon came from a family who entertained no doubts about where they belonged. They
were Germans and had nothing to fear from a patriotic affiliation which they freely and joyously
celebrated”57 Grossmama and Grosspapa Knarre joined a generation of German Jews—a generation
who were the first to enjoy emancipation—in raising their children carefully, with the understanding
that though they would never belong to the German racial community, they could belong culturally,
if only they behaved properly.
The Israelites too gained in social standing as they adapted to their surrounding culture and
as Joseph’s reign as vizier to the Pharaoh brought Egypt great fortune. Joseph held so much power
in the land of Egypt, in fact, that the Torah records Pharaoh announcing to Joseph: “Thou shalt be
over my house, and according unto thy word shall all my people be ruled; only in the throne will I be
greater than thou…I am Pharaoh, and without thee shall no man lift up his hand or his foot in all
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the land of Egypt’.”58 As this power grew, the sons of Jacob increasingly embraced Egyptian cultural
norms. Midrash informs us that after Joseph’s death, the Israelites rid themselves of their traditions,
“they stopped performing circumcision; they said: Let us be like the Egyptians.”59 Just as this second
generation of Israelites in Egypt abandoned outward signs of affiliation to the God of their fathers,
so too does Salomon show her family distancing themselves from visible Jewish difference, instead
embracing an unobtrusive and culturally Germanic Judaism.
Throughout the prologue to her play, Salomon diverges from the Maggid’s familiar fabula to
focus on how such assimilation was gendered, taking a particular toll on her aunt and mother. Her
biographer, Lowenthal Felstiner, describes the painter’s depiction of her mother and aunt’s
upbringing, writing:
Everything depended on those daughters. Their upbringing had to brace them for a world
that kept girls from knowing as much as boys, a world that faulted Jews for being too
different from Germans, then too much alike. It took a surge of family energy to carry the
two girls through all this, and finally the spirit of the younger one, the one named Charlotte
Grunwald, collapsed.60
Salomon paints her maternal legacy as one of domestic entrapment, with a particular focus on how
bourgeois gender norms thwarted her female family members’ aspirations and crushed their spirits.
As Lowenthal Felstiner describes, Salomon centres “the loneliness of women’s lives, the misuse of
their minds, the disregard by relatives they were meant to love.”61 She repeatedly shows her mother
staring out of her bedroom window—the window she would eventually throw herself out of—as if
looking out at the world outside, dreaming of a world more engaging than her life of private
bourgeois domesticity (fig. 21).
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The following act, however, takes place almost entirely inside the walls of the Kann home,
showing Fränze’s increasing discontent with her life as a wife and new mother and her eventual
depression there. Salomon describes this unhappiness, writing,
Quite inexplicably, Franziska suddenly ceases to find pleasure in anything…she plays the
piano, she helps her husband, she continues to keep entire dinner parties entertained with
her high spirits and accompanies Charlotte’s lessons on the piano. But none of it gives her
any pleasure. She is in despair. Her expression has completely changed. She speaks only of
death.62
In the daring painting that follows, Salomon dispenses with conventions of space and perspective to
show her mother’s figure repeated multiple times in her bedroom, her mind wandering to imagine
the colours of the world outside and the window that would free her from the comparative
monotony of her domestic life (fig. 22). Salomon paints her mother in fluid, expressionist
brushstrokes and vivid colours, the boundary between her body and the outside world she dreamed
of becoming increasingly porous. At the bottom of the painting, we can see her foot stepping off of
her bedroom window, as she makes her synthesis with the earth final, ending her life.
The story of her mother’s suicide is foreign to the pages of the Haggadah, in telling it
however, Salomon employs artistic conventions that recall those seen in many Haggadot. Both Life?
or Theatre? and many Haggadot use bands of movement to condense time and space to show life
unfolding quickly. Salomon paints the tragedy that follows her mother’s death—the tiny Charlotte
attending her mother’s funeral and placing a wreath on her grave—with a fascinating technique of
replicating her figures, condensing multiple moments or days into a single gouache. She repeats her
recognizable cast of characters to show their movement across time and space. In one interior scene
set in her grandparents’ home, Salomon depicts the small Charlotte racing towards the sharply
receding door at the end of a corridor (fig. 23). She multiplies Charlotte’s figure to show her
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progression down the hallway. A large skeleton stands between her and this door, reaching down
with outstretched, menacing arms towards the child running between its legs as the narrator states:
“whenever she has to walk along the endless, wide, high, dark passage in her grandparents’ home,
she imagines something terrible, with skeleton’s limbs, that has something to do with her mother.
Then she is filled with panic and begins to run - run – run.”63 Salomon uses this technique of
repeating her figures in different stages of motion and postures on a single page consistently
throughout the second act of Life? or Theatre?. Whether she is painting troubling scenes of childhood
hauntings or more joyful, domestic scenes, Salomon often paints the interior of her childhood
apartment in panels of movement, condensing time to allow her audience to see multiple moments
or even days in her childhood flash by quickly (fig. 24).
A similar convention is commonly employed in Haggadot. In Abraham bar Jacob’s
influential 1695 Amsterdam Haggadah, for example, he often repeats figures on a single page to show
their movements. In his depiction of the order of the seder, Jacob shows his seder participants
changing postures as they move to say the blessings over the wine, ingest the matzo, and recite the
psalms. He depicts each step of the seder in a separate box, almost resembling today’s comic books
(fig. 25). So too does Salomon’s use of line separate a single page into multiple time periods, and her
use of the same figure repeated in different positions to show her scenes unfolding (fig. 26). Jacob
later illustrated Moses in the bulrushes using a similar technique to show the infant’s movement
down the Nile River. Here, we can see Yocheved placing Moses in his basket, the baby floating away
from her, and the Egyptian princess finding him, all in a single scene (fig. 27). The pop-up Haggadot
for children that were common during Salomon’s childhood used pull-tabs and wheels to similar
effect. For example, in Erwin Singer’s 1933 Die Haggadah des Kindes, we can also see Moses floating in
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his basket and then his adoptive mother rescuing him, through the use of picture flaps and pull-tabs
(fig. 14-15).
As Salomon paints her childhood—unfolding in activity compressed into bands of
movement that recall similar conventions in Haggadah illustrations—she begins to turn her lens on
the horrors taking place outside of her home: the rise of tyranny and anti-Semitic racism as the Nazi
party begins seizing political power in 1931. Once again, her fabula evokes the familiar story told
each Passover of a tyrant embittering the lives of Jews. Torah details how, years after Joseph’s death,
a new Pharaoh came to power and filled the lives of the Israelites with hardship.64 The new Pharaoh
did not know—or perhaps chose to forget—the contributions the Israelites had made to his land
and with a hardened heart, oppressed the Israelites. He justified his mistreatment of this minority
population by stating that otherwise, they may increase in number and “in the event of war they may
join our enemies in fighting against us and gain ascendancy over the country” (Exodus 1:10).
Salomon shows similar stereotypes of Jewish “dual loyalty”—or the anti-Semitic myth that
Jews are disloyal citizens whose true allegiance is to a hidden agenda, aimed at gaining power and
undermining their country from within—rising to a fever pitch in Berlin. Act Two of Life? or Theatre?
opens with a crowded scene depicting a Nazi rally in 1933 (fig. 28). She paints a sea of homogenous
bodies in their neat brown uniforms, disappearing into each other as they rally around the swastika.
On the following page, Salomon depicts this mass of bodies surrounding a billboard or poster from
Der Stürmer—a virulently anti-Semitic tabloid magazine (fig. 29). The poster states:
The Jew has made only money from your blood. The Jewish bosses financed the world war.
The Jew has deceived and betrayed you, so - German men and women, take your revenge!!!
Once Jewish blood spurts from the knife, you’ll have by far a better life. Hunt the swine
until he sweats and smash his windowpanes to bits.65
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Just as Pharaoh stoked fears in the Egyptians that the Israelites were too numerous and disloyal,
Salomon shows Nazi propaganda and tabloid magazines under the dictate of the Führer convincing
Germans to suspect and even mete out violence to their Jewish neighbours.
Life? or Theatre? and the Haggadah both show this anti-Semitic violence continuing to rise to
a terrifying degree. In the Haggadah, the Maggid reads: “the Egyptians ill treated us, afflicted us and
laid heavy bondage upon us” first with taxes and then with forced labour.66 Salomon too narrates
her family’s increasing political, economic, and social marginalization: her father’s firing from the
state hospital and her stepmother’s exclusion from the opera houses in which she was a popular
contralto. The family suffered a social death as Nazi regulations shuttered their lives. In 1934, they
had to exist in ever-shrinking segregated spaces—Charlotte’s father in the Jewish hospital and her
stepmother in a Jewish-only arts guild known as the Kulturbund—and then in 1935, they were
excluded from citizenship and public work entirely.
Salomon depicts Jewish daily life coming to an absolute, terrifying standstill on November
9th, 1938, when the Nazis ordered and carried out the pogrom known as Kristallnacht, destroying
and looting synagogues, Jewish businesses, cemeteries, libraries, theatres, and homes. She paints
countless, overlapping bodies surrounding an announcement of the pogrom, reading, “The German
people will have their revenge! German men and women: our forbearance toward the criminal
Jewish world-power has come to an end!” (fig. 30).67 With their arms outstretched in the Sieg Heil
salute, the crowd becomes a singular mass of hatred. On the following page, she depicts Germans
sacking Jewish-owned businesses and yelling, “Perish Judea! Grab what you can!” while Brownshirts
kick defeated men walking in the foreground (fig. 31). By nightfall, the SA had arrested thirty
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thousand Jewish men and sent them to concentration camps.68 Charlotte’s father was amongst the
men sent to Sachsenhausen, a forced labor camp outside of Berlin.
In the scenes of Sachsenhausen, Salomon shows her father cowering underneath a guard
who yells at him: “You have to work here, there’ll be no loafing. You’ve done enough loafing in
your lives” (fig. 32).69 For the first time in Salomon’s narrative cycle, she introduces the colour
brown into her palette, using flat strokes to cast rough hasty lines on her page. She paints the guard
in this single, fecal colour, resembling the very mud her father is forced to dig in. As Lowenthal
Felstiner writes: “Bent half the height of the man with the whip, his feet disappear and his head
sinks below the brown swab it ought to fill. The guard is all symmetry…The Jew has only mass,
disintegrating downward.”70 The guard dwarfs Mr. Kann’s presence, cowering over him with a whip
in one hand and a glaring expression that communicates his willingness to use his weapon on the
man shrinking away from him should he be provoked.
Salomon’s depiction of the menacing guard wielding his power over the Jewish forced
labourer recalls similar images of slavery found in the Haggadah. Images of the Israelites’ plight in
Egypt are common features in Haggadot, both old and new. As seen in the Amsterdam Haggadah
(1695) (fig. 33) and Charlotte Rothchild’s Haggadah (1842) (fig. 34), as well as in more contemporary
Haggadot, such as the Steinhardt Haggadah (1921) (fig. 35), Zádor István’s Hagada Magyarra Fordította
Hevesi (1924) (fig. 36), and the Szyk Haggadah (1934-1936) (fig. 37), images of a slave cowering
beneath the might of a taskmaster who wields a weapon are consistently present in Haggadah
iconography. Furthermore, similarities abound between the description of forced labour in Life? or
Theatre? and the Haggadah. The Maggid quotes Exodus, stating: “And the Egyptians made the
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children of Israel to serve with rigour. And they made their lives bitter with hard service, in mortar
and in brick, and in all manner of service in the field.”71 As Rabbi Elazar comments in the Talmud,
the Egyptians enticed the Jewish people into slavery with soft words, gradually subjugating them
until they had lost their freedom completely.72 Rashi responds noting that the ruthlessly hard service
subsequently imposed on the Israelites crushed (bifrikha or  )מפרכתand shattered their bodies.73
Salomon paints a similar story, depicting years of her family members’ lives both before her
birth and before the Nazi seizure of power in 1933, showing how promises of belonging to the
German volk enticed them. In painting her father’s internment, she reveals the failure of their
dreams of assimilation. In the browns of Sachsenhausen, Salomon and her family discovered that
the supposedly civilized culture they worked to acculturate to was also filled with brutality. The
Israelites too were first enticed to participate in building port cities for Pharaoh with sweet words.
Eventually, this eagerness to contribute was used against them, as the Egyptians increasingly took
advantage of the Israelites and enslaved them. Participation in this elite culture of monuments and
sprawling cities did not protect the Israelites, but rather, lead them into bitterness. As we now know,
the assimilation of Jews into German culture did not save them from the Holocaust; or as the
historian, Marsha Meskimmon writes,
none of the extraordinary contributions of generations of Jews to German literature, art,
philosophy, music, politics, economics, science, medicine or psychology mattered when
biology became destiny. It is more than a brutal irony that the very culture which Jews
helped to forge was mobilised against them.74
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Salomon depicts the extreme injustice of her father’s internment, depicting Sachsenhausen as a place
of terror and backbreaking labour, crushing both her father’s spirit and body so cruelly that when he
finally secured his release and returned home, he had lost half his body weight.75
In the wake of her father’s horrifying internment and the shattering of their hope for Jewish
safety in Germany on Kristallnacht, Charlotte’s family decided to flee the country. They were
amongst 78,000 other German Jews who left their homes, businesses, possessions, and mother
tongues behind in a desperate bid for freedom after the November pogrom upended their lives.76
Charlotte’s parents decided to send their daughter to live with her grandparents on the Côte d’Azur,
while they fled to live in hiding in the Netherlands. Here, Salomon depicts Charlotte leaving for the
South of France on a train, tearfully singing a song of farewell to her home country (fig. 38).
Her safety in France, however, was short-lived, for in the spring of 1940 the French
government began interning German refugees. Salomon depicts Charlotte receiving a notice of
arrest, reading: “AVIS TOUTES LES RESSORTISSANTES ALLEMADES SOTNT (sic)
TENUES DE QUITTER SANS DEALI LA VILLE ET LE DEPARTMENT” (fig. 39). In May
of 1940, she was sent to Gurs, a concentration camp in the Southwestern Pyrénées between France
and Spain. There, Salomon found a camp enclosed with barbed wire fences and teaming with
refugees and political prisoners packed into three hundred and eighty-two cabins with no windows,
running water, washrooms, insulation, nor protection from the constant rain. Bella Gutterman and
Naomi Morgenstern describe these living conditions in their book The Gurs Haggadah: Passover in
Perdition, writing:
The Gurs camp was not a death camp; nevertheless, many died there from starvation and
disease. It was not a labour camp; yet the men who were imprisoned there were sent to hard
labor, and its thousands of prisoners never found a moment of peace there. Gurs was a
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detention camp. People of all ages—from infancy through advanced old age—were
incarcerated there, ostensibly for holding unconventional ideas, but primarily because they
were Jews.77
Without any means of sanitation, Gutterman and Morgenstern describe fleas and rats swarming the
barracks, devouring “the ill, the feeble, those who had lost the will to live.”78
For three months inside Gurs, Salomon lived amongst the constant presence of death and
the rats that accompanied it, coming face-to-face with the human capacity for evil. The
concentrationary universe—a term coined by the French political prisoner, David Rousset to
describe political systems that aim to destroy citizenship, democracy, and individuated cultural life—
was a planet where previously held cultural norms were turned on their head. There, Salomon
encountered regimes of overwork, malnutrition, and torture, aimed at destroying the conditions of
her personhood: her spontaneity, individual desires and choices, her social and familial relationships,
and her political identity as a citizen. In the concentrationary universe, concentrationees are not
murdered, but rather are kept alive, at least for some period of time, to witness their own systematic
human destruction and as Pollock writes, the “destruction of the fabric sustaining not only social but
individual moral, affective and intellectual being that is synonymous with human life.”79 In her
anthology with Max Silverman, Concentrationary Imaginaries: Tracing Totalitarian Violence in Popular
Culture, Pollock continues to explain that the ever-present violence and misery in the camps such as
Gurs,
obliterates individual space, ravages the sense of time and casts the human being into a
permanent condition of dying. Organized terror reduces social life, the foundation of any
self-hood, below the animal minimum…It seizes hold of bodies—not to turn gesture and
movement into a blind automaton, but gradually to extinguish all manifestations of life.”80
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The camp and its guards destroyed the conditions that allowed for internees to be truly alive and to
live in relationship with others. There, Salomon was literally nameless—denied her identification and
reduced to an identity as a prisoner—and in turn, was symbolically denied all that a name ascribes an
individual: a unique identity, a sense of belonging to a family and a people, and the ability to face and
interact with others.
Other survivors of Gurs, left detailed accounts of their time inside its barbed wire fences.
Their testimonies tell of abuse, torture, and rigorous labour. Ehud Loeb recalls his childhood at
Gurs, writing:
I was six and a half years old and helped build the stone paths in the oozing mud. I
remember each stone that we found and put in place…The rain never ceased, and I was
forced to sleep on a pile of wet straw which served as a bed…From the first day at Gurs, I
did not stop missing Mother and Father’s bed. At Gurs, I began to realize that my life had
become more than I could bear, a living hell.81
From Loeb’s childhood memories, we can imagine that Salomon’s days in Gurs were terrible and
bitter, filled with forced manual labour and devoid of the dignity, spontaneity, and individuality that
define a human life.
In the midst of the deprivation of Gurs, we have testimonies of moments of solidarity and
kindness between prisoners. Most notably, we have inherited stories of inmates gathering to
celebrate Passovers together. One survivor, named Pinhas Rothschild, writes that inside Gurs,
Pesach took on a new meaning:
Before Gurs, we had led a carefree existence…and had not attempted to truly understand or
remember the miracle of the Exodus from Egypt — from slavery to freedom. Now, it was
as if that which befell our nation in those distant days touched us and became part of our
everyday existence.82
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In the spring of 1941, after Salomon had left the camp, concentrationees found such resonance in
the story of Passover that they commissioned a Haggadah and gathered to read it, praying for their
own deliverance and hope that God would hear their pleas.
The scribe Aryeh Ludwig Zuckerman handwrote the Gurs Haggadah from memory, including
a small line-drawing of a seder plate (fig. 40). A number of copies also featured a small illustration
depicting the camp, drawn by Karl Schwesig, a non-Jewish artist who was imprisoned at Gurs for
his membership in the Communist party (fig. 41). This carefully written and illuminated Haggadot,
made in accordance with Jewish law despite such difficult conditions, totalled only five pages
(written on both sides) with additional sheet music and transliterations used to facilitate worship.
Gutterman describes this unique seder, stating that on the final night of Pesach 5701 (1941),
thousands of people stood in the square under clear skies. The mountains seemed incredibly
close and the snow on the peaks and slopes was as though etched upon them. It seemed as if
the raised platform, decorated with lilac shrubs, was lifted to the heavens. The Magen David
(Star of David) shone and the voice of the prayer leader, who prayed with such feeling,
carried over and above the spring-like sounds of the songbirds in the nearby forest. The
thousands of persecuted refugees answered amen, moved as they were by the words of our
holy Torah. Chief Cantor Enoch chanted the Kaddish prayer, and the masses, wrapped in a
deep, silent, sorrow, trembled as he prayed.83
These prisoners, interned for their perceived political and religious difference and subsequently
denied the most foundational structures for human life, resisted their designation as subhuman and
came together to commemorate the story of Passover and to pray for their own deliverance. In
finding such social and religious connection in a place created to destroy the social fabric of human
life, and particularly Jewish life, these inmates resisted the dehumanization that accompanied the
concentrationary universe.
Did Salomon too find new resonance in the words and images of the Haggadah following
her internment in Gurs and did she use such echoes of the ritual text in her art to resist attempted
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dehumanization? Her allusions to some of the visual conventions in the Haggadah point to her
familiarity with the visual culture of the ritual text. More significantly, her focused description of her
family’s attempts to belong in Germany despite their neighbours’ growing suspicion and eventual
overt hatred of Jewish otherness, as well as the subsequent mass-arrests, internment, and forced
labour inflicted upon Europe’s Jews, point to her deep personal connection to the Maggid. Like
many Jews in her position, Salomon likely understood herself to be the victim of tyranny, which
although new in its use of modern technology, greatly resembled the persecution of the ancient
Israelites. Salomon’s references to Haggadot signal this connection to the past and suggest that she
wanted her audience to pay attention to her life story as they would the telling of the Maggid around
the seder table. In the darkness of the concentrationary universe, Salomon understood that her
story, just like her name, could be stolen from her. By putting her paintbrush to paper and alluding
to the Haggadah, she reclaimed her story from the concentrationary void and insisted that her
audience commit her words to memory.

Finding a Name
In swabs of green, blue, and purple, Salomon paints a space filled with people crouching in
exhaustion, distinguishable from each other only by the thin outlines of their bodies (fig. 42).
Salomon’s caption—“Mr. Knarre and Charlotte have spent the last few days in a railway car
crammed with thousands of totally exhausted people. Driven from the interior of the country by air
raids, these people have had to leave all their possessions behind in order to escape with their bare
lives”—suggests that they are sitting in a train station or railway car, surrounded by fellow refugees.84
Charlotte is recognizable for her familiar profile and the paintbrush she holds in her hand, capturing
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the scene in front of her. In a moment of chance and bureaucratic confusion, guards released
Salomon’s grandfather from Gurs, deeming him too old for internment there, and allowed Salomon
to leave as well to care for him.85 In this moment of escape, Salomon’s intended audience, familiar
with the parallels between the terror of the Israelites’ lives in Egypt and the terror of Jewish life in
Nazi-occupied Europe, might anticipate seeing Charlotte leaving the namelessness, violence, and
death she experienced at Gurs behind and crossing her own symbolic Sea of Reeds to her freedom.
As I gaze at her sitting in a train station after securing such a lucky exit from the concentrationary
universe, I certainly feel like I am witnessing a miracle. But just when I expect the proverbial seas to
part in front of her, Salomon interrupts my expectations and paints Charlotte trapped in another
form of death.
The night of their escape, Charlotte’s exodus is interrupted as her grandfather insists that she
share his bed, despite her objections. Here we can see Charlotte saying, in decisive red letters: “I’d
rather have ten more nights like this than one single one alone with him” (fig. 43).86 On the reverse
of this page, her grandfather pats the bed insisting that she lay down beside him and do what he calls
“natural” with him. Salomon paints Charlotte in the corner of the room, crouching as if to shield
herself from these unwanted advances. Much like the Nazi guard she paints in her scenes of
Sachsenhausen, her grandfather crowds the space spiritually and physically. Without rising to face
him, Charlotte responds: “Do not torment me. You know—that I know—exactly what I have to
do.”87
Salomon’s chilling phrasing and repugnance at her grandfather’s “natural” desires has alerted
a number of readers to the possibility that her grandfather was abusive and that upon their release
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from Gurs, she was left prey to him. This scene implies the grandfather’s incestuous desire for his
grandchild and her knowing response suggests that she had been the target of such unwanted desires
before. In interpreting these pages, Pollock argues that it is possible that the grandfather abused his
children and Salomon, rendering their home a place of looming danger and trauma, and
“precipitating, Salomon’s work suggests, their depressions and suicides.”88 She continues to suggest
that perhaps the skeleton haunting the grandparents’ home was more than just a figment of the
young Charlotte’s imagination, but rather represents “someone who lived in that apartment and was
experienced by a little girl in a horrifying, threatening and deadly form. The painting places a
fantastical monster threatening a child in a domestic space.”89 Whether his lecherous advances were
real or imagined, Salomon is resolute that his “natural” desires were experienced as traumatic. Being
left alone to face her grandfather’s brutality, Salomon insists, was equally, if not more demoralizing
than her time in Gurs, indicating the total loss of self she experienced in his death-like presence.
Throughout the “Postscript” to Life? or Theatre?, she describes living with her grandfather as
making her ill and further repudiates his abusiveness and arrogance.90 “My grandfather,” she writes,
“came to symbolize the people I had to struggle against.”91 He, much like the concentration camp
guards and the Egyptian taskmasters of the Maggid, was a tyrant. Later, Salomon exclaims:
I was despondent—I had enough time for work, but I could not do it. Around him a
paralyzing stupor overtook me again. Lost in a profound stupor, unable to lift a finger.
Everything I did for my grandfather made me blush. I was sick. I was constantly beet-red
with mute rage and grief.92
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Salomon presents her grandfather as embodying, as Watson writes, “a familial script of women’s
marginality and self-sacrifice.”93 In her eyes, he “stands for the tradition in family life that subjects
female children to the power of the father,” Ernst Van Alphen explains, and “for the tradition that
excludes women from artistic subjecthood.”94
To be the victim of such horrifying pain meted out at the hands of another—especially
another who is supposed to express familial care towards you—is to lose control over one’s body,
and by extension, one’s life. “The experience of violation,” writes the anthropologist Roberta
Culbertson, “violence from which there is no escape or recourse because one’s body and one’s
repertoire of responses are quite simply overpowered from the outset, poses a central existential
dilemma precisely because it… [involves] not a contesting of hierarchy or power but its full, primary
assertion, and the threatened, even actual, dissolution of the self in the midst of it.”95 Sexualized
violence renders the victim’s life and body no longer their own in a most fundamental way. Mieke
Bal describes how sexualized violence distances a victim from their subjectivity, writing, “[t]o rape is
to speak hatred…It is also an act of cutting, of dividing flesh, destroying its wholeness, hence the
subject. It alienates the victim from herself and is meant to do so.”96 In this sort of violation, one is
invaded by another, leading to the dissolution of the self and a psychic annihilation that robs the
victim of their personhood.
After Charlotte’s night with her grandfather, Salomon paints a page with the rhyme: “A little
girl, a big bed, after so much suffered, so many dead…A little culture, a few rules, a vacuum at its
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core. That’s all that’s left of human beings in these times of ours,” stamping the word “vacuum” on
Charlotte’s body, thereby placing the hollowness it represents inside of her. In her grandfather’s
presence, Charlotte is nameless, dehumanized, and hollow. Although escape from Gurs should have
brought her liberation, safety, and a return to subjectivity, Charlotte remains trapped in the tyranny
of oppression, abuse, and death. In the very moment when her audience might anticipate witnessing
God’s intervention into Charlotte’s plight and her escape from dehumanization to the sweetness of
freedom, as the familiar plot of the Exodus story would set us up to expect, we see her trapped in
her grandfather’s lecherous grasp.
On the very next page, Salomon paints another scene of presumed sexual violence. While
staying in a hotel on their journey from Gurs to their residence on the coast, Charlotte meets
another German refugee. The pair connect over their shared experiences of displacement and
internment, but the man becomes irate after Charlotte rebukes his touch. In this painting, we can see
the unnamed refugee reaching his arm around Charlotte’s shoulders and touching her folded hands
with the other. When she moves away from him, the man exclaims: “You can’t just walk out on me
like this” (fig. 44).97 I flip the page to see the man transformed into a blue, hastily painted figure,
reaching out towards Charlotte with unnaturally long arms (fig. 45). Salomon paints Charlotte in
blue as well, as if the man’s colour is leaching into her, overtaking her individual features. Only after
Charlotte yells, “Get out of here!” does the scene resolve.98 Slowly, over the course of the next
pages, the colours begin to return to her facial features and clothing.
Here, Salomon’s story takes a divergence from the Maggid. Whereas the Haggadah begins
with disgrace and ends with praise and declarations of Dayenu (“It would have been enough”),
Salomon’s cries for help go unheard by any divine power. She remains in disgrace, though in a form
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not described in the Haggadah: gendered violence. If God had rescued the Israelite slaves and
brought them to the promised land, God does not come to save Salomon from this iteration of
tyranny and death. Though she temporarily escaped internment in the concentrationary universe, she
remained surrounded by men who rendered her namelessness with their unwanted touches.
Salomon’s depictions of the home as a site of oppression, writes Pollock, bear witness to her
perpetual exile as a Jewish woman “with the terrifying sense that there is no safe place on earth.”99
Rather than a story of deliverance, Salomon’s becomes one that focuses, unflinchingly, on
female subjugation. It is a story centred not on four sons, but rather on a family of four women—
Charlotte, her mother, aunt, and grandmother— and their despair at the hands of men. Salomon’s
allusions to and then differencing of the Haggadah exemplifies what Bertolt Brecht, the German
playwright, calls “making the familiar strange,” or the German Verfremdung. Salomon studied Brecht
in high school and likely was familiar with his theatrical methods.100 By initially mirroring the
Maggid—in her presentation of a minority people whose contributions the wider society around
them were forgotten and who were subsequently oppressed, forced to perform dehumanizing
labour, and even murdered—only to interrupt the expected plot if the deliverance of God’s
people—Salomon makes the familiar Exodus story strange. Audiences often initially find witnessing
defamiliarization jarring. Without such discomfort, write the theatre scholars David Barnett and
Mark Taylor-Batty, “[a]n opportunity to provoke a response that might lead to the analysis of the
action (taking place on stage) would be lost.”101 Or as Daniel Gunn writes in “Making Art Strange: A
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Commentary on Defamiliarization,” when we finally understand that the author or artist has played
with our expectations, we see the work “more clearly than we ordinarily would: the very
difficult[y]…and strangeness of the perceptual process forces us to attend to the object at hand with
a more than usual intensity.”102 Salomon’s defamiliarization of the Maggid’s fabula has the effect of
directing our attention to the heart of her story: women’s despair and namelessness.
Such Brechtian defamiliarization is always intended to communicate a political message to
the audience. “Making theatre politically,” writes Barnett and Taylor-Batty, is about emphasizing
difference and defamiliarizing the past “in order to provoke audiences into asking where the
discrepancies between today and yesterday originated.”103 Brecht sought to make familiar stories and
archetypes different not to call old ideas into question, but to create a new understanding of the
present in his theatre.104 Perhaps Salomon employed Verfremdung to her songplay to interrupt her
audience’s expectations and to create a new understanding: an understanding that God’s past
promises to protect the Jewish people—as celebrated in the Haggadah—had not reached her in StJean.105
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Salomon’s excision of God from the exodus story is not unique. Many survivors of the Nazi
concentration and death camps similarly abandoned their faith in God as a result of having lived
through the inhumanity of the camps. A number of Haggadot made throughout the 1940s and 50s
reflect God’s apparent absence or indifference to the suffering of the Jewish people throughout the
Holocaust. One such Haggadah created for survivors in a Munich Displaced Persons camp—Yosef
Dov Sheinson’s 1946 A Survivor’s Haggadah—deems God responsible for this immense suffering.
Sheinson reimagines “Dayenu”—a song in the Haggadah that traditionally praises God’s
faithfulness—in A Survivors’ Haggadah, ed. Saul Touster (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society,
2000), 63. He indicts God for the horrors he had witnessed, writing: “Had he given us Hitler but no
ghettos, dayenu (it would have been enough). Had he given us ghettos but no gas chambers and
crematoria, dayenu. Had he given us gas chambers and crematoria but not tortured our wives and
children, dayenu.” Sheinson’s “Dayenu” makes it quite clear: if God had rescued the Jews in Egypt,
God did not protect his chosen people this time.
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Bal explains that by creating such unsettling revisions to canonical texts, artists and authors
can put forward compelling political messages. She writes, “[i]n general, returning to the ancient
texts about the mythical characters that have fed our culture’s cliches and prejudices is exciting and
valuable. It helps us to understand how thick the historical layer is on which the present rests.”106 In
alluding to and then departing so significantly from the Exodus story, Salomon shows us the
absence of women’s voices in the traditional text. Additionally, she reveals how male tyranny
resembles that of Pharoah, distancing Jewish women from their names and the covenantal promise
of deliverance from oppression. Salomon’s story is not the one Aryeh Ludwig Zuckerman recorded
so loyally in his Haggadah in Gurs. Zuckerman’s Haggadah tells an incredible story in which rivers
transport children to safekeeping, seas part to bring a people to their promised land, and God listens
to the cries of the Jewish people. Salomon’s story, conversely, resounds with God’s silence and is
filled with women drowned in their sorrows. Her work extends the geography of terror beyond the
very symbol of twentieth-century tyranny and dehumanization—the concentration camp—to the
home, drawing attention to a culture that distances women from their inalienable claims to
personhood.
By taking up traditional forms of representation found in the Haggadah and then by
unframing them, Salomon formulates a unique language that gives voice to the unending
displacement of women, their homelessness and namelessness under patriarchy. In defamiliarizing
the Haggadah’s fabula to tell a story of female despair, Salomon inserts the pain of such subjugation
into the Maggid story. Watson explains that collective history resituates an autobiographical “I”
within a “we” (Julia Watson and Sidonie Smith 26). In placing women’s images and voices alongside
allusions to the Haggadah, Salomon’s work grafts women into the Jewish collective history of
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Pesach. As Bal writes, “[t]he importance of showing is to enable witnessing as an engaged activity
against the indifference of the world. The theatricality of this display helps to turn onlookers and
voyeurs into activated, empathic witnesses.”107 Just as the Mishnah insists that “In each and every
generation a person must view himself as though he personally left Egypt, as it is stated: ‘And you
shall tell your son on that day, saying: It is because of this which the Lord did for me when I came
forth out of Egypt’ (Exodus 13:8),” so too does Salomon insist that women’s stories must be told
and re-told. By resituating her isolated story into a shared story, Salomon thus creates an audience of
engaged witnesses.
In the final pages of her songplay, Salomon shows herself stepping outside, finally alone
after experiencing the unwanted desires of the unnamed refugee and her grandfather (fig. 46).
Gazing upon the rolling blue-green hills of Southern France and the cyan skies above them,
Charlotte does not face her audience but rather, stretches out her arms towards the heavens. In the
pages that follow, she records walking out into the striking beauty of the midday sun and deciding to
embark on a “wildly eccentric” project.108 She writes:
And with dream-awakened eyes she saw all the beauty around her, saw the sea, felt the sun,
and knew: she had to vanish for a while from the human plane and make every sacrifice in
order to create her world anew out of the depths.
And from that came:
Life or theater???
Life or theater?109
After experiencing the terror and effacement of her subjectivity that accompanied both the
concentrationary universe and a home haunted by tyranny, perhaps Salomon understood that she
had to paint her story while she still could. In a rush of creativity after leaving Gurs, Salomon took
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up her paintbrush and recorded all of her life in paint, asking us to take up the memories of her
female family members, their joys and their sorrows, to remember them, and to graft them into the
collective Jewish history, in case she could no longer do so herself.

Conclusion
I turn the page, once again, to see Salomon’s back inscribed with the words “LEBEN ODER
THEATER?” (fig. 1) Staring out at the expanse of sea in front of her, with nowhere left to run,
Salomon threw herself into her invented theatre. Creating a play from song, memory, fiction, and
three colours of gouache, she also created an imagined audience for herself. She knew little of what
would become of her, but she knew that she had a story to tell and that her story needed a witness.
Choosing to embark on this act of creative resistance through telling, she also chose life, with, as
Knafo writes, “its chaos and broken promises, its cruel surprises and assaults on meaning, its
precious beauty that still peeks in on its seeming indifference.”110 Salomon transformed all of this,
both the tragic and the joyful, into theatre for us to watch.
Throughout her play, Salomon makes references to the Haggadah—in the Maggid story, in
its visual techniques, and in its iconography—thereby making subtle nods to her imagined audience
of bourgeois German Jews who, like her, would catch her references to Jewish liturgy alongside her
references to German literature and music. In painting a story of a people trapped in oppression,
bookended by an explanatory introduction and conclusion, filled with music, unique visual
conventions to show the passage of time, and images of brutal enslavement that all bring the
Haggadah to mind, Salomon essentially told her audience: “Pay attention! Remember this story and
teach your children to remember it as well.” Her references to the Haggadah thus serve to draw her
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audience closer. In reimagining what a Haggadah could be and the political message it could put
forward, Salomon also participated in the revival of interest in Pesach that surrounded her in Berlin.
Her use of an experimental, expressionistic style further connects her to the interwar and Nazi
period tradition of reimagining Haggadot iconography in modernist styles.
Life? or Theatre?, however, also abounds with differences to Haggadot, both old and new. The
most obvious of these changes are the lack of deliverance in Salomon’s story and the absence of the
celebratory steps that follow the parting of the Sea of Reeds in the seder. Her text includes no
outpourings of praise, no Dayenu, and no Chad Gadya. Instead, just when her audience would expect
to see God’s signs and wonders, Salomon interrupts our expectations, and we find Charlotte once
again nameless and subjugated under the violence of patriarchy. Understanding Jewish liturgical
history and iconography is useful for scholars entering Salomon’s theatre, as it allows us to notice
the inclusion of Jewish ritual and visual culture in her play, but more significantly to recognize where
Salomon’s play departs from Jewish texts to tell an entirely unique, and deeply troubling story.
Approaching Life? or Theatre? as a religious artwork allows us to see the spiritual import of the work
when covenantal salvation does not arrive for Charlotte, in the very moment when her cries of
anguish appear to fall on deaf ears. In engaging the images and stories of the Haggadah—a text that
primarily centres male voices and is addressed to fathers and their sons—to tell a story centring her
own life and subjectivity, as well as that of her female family members, Salomon reveals her
exclusion from the traditional text and from the promises found within it. She situates herself and
the women she loved as subjects in her play. We can thus read Salomon’s allusion to and then
defamiliarization of the Exodus story as a plea with others to witness Jewish women’s despair in the
most horrifying period of Jewish history.
Salomon journeys down into the depths of her past, a past both remembered and imagined,
to testify to women’s internal lives, their equal claims to subjectivity, their artistic capacities and
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thereby, to reclaim her name. In her final image, sitting on the seaside, about to put paint to paper, I
imagine her embarking on her own journey towards freedom. This journey is not precipitated by
divine miracles, but rather, the creation of art. Redemption comes only in the form of creativity, or
as Pollock writes:
Charlotte Salomon’s work does not imagine a divine hope: it faces human foes and knows
that the choice to live must be taken by the individual herself in the face of the sort of
knowledge she gained at Gurs. It is thus situated in contemporary history and in the
tragically new fascist politics of life and death.111
It is creativity, not divine intervention, that offers Salomon the potential to reconstitute her identity
and to enact a counterforce to the fascist culture of death she had come to know so well, as well as
the skeletons that haunted her domestic life. Sitting on the cliffs of St-Jean, Salomon inscribes her
name onto the page and the title of her work onto her flesh, reclaiming her subjectivity as a Jewish
woman and as an artist.
In reimagining and narrating her story, she renders her memories of trauma—and those she
carries for her female family members—narratable. In telling Life? or Theatre, Salomon, therefore,
resists the main objective of both her grandfather’s tyranny and the Nazi project of total
domination: the absolute depersonalization of those deemed less human and the annihilation of
their identities and thus of alterity. Culbertson insists that such telling allows for the rebirth of the
injured self, writing,
Survival stories are in the classic sense religious stories of death and rebirth, as much as they are
often nearly technically such stories at the time of the survival itself. The survivor survives
twice: survives the violation; and survives the death that follows it, reborn as a new person, the
one who tells the story.112
While Salomon is not delivered from oppression in an act of miraculous intervention, she paints her
way back to her name, thereby creating her own freedom and her own rebirth. From “between
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heaven and earth beyond our era in the year 1 of the new salvation,” she creates this rebirth for
herself in paint. As she picks up her brush to colour her page with the first brushstrokes that will
become the epic narrative that for me, has just come to its end, I imagine the seas parting before her
and leading her towards freedom, a freedom chosen in the face of unthinkable odds and created in
gouache. As Salomon takes her first steps, she names herself in front of her audience, insisting that
we pay attention and commit her name for memory. I, for one, cannot tear my eyes from her stage.
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Appendix:

Figure 1. Charlotte Salomon, “558” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004925.
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Figure 2. Charlotte Salomon, “1. AUFZUG” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004156.
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Figure 3. Charlotte Salomon, “SELBSTMORD EINER ACHTZEHNJÄHRIGEN! (SUICIDE OF
EIGHTEEN-YEAR-OLD!)” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004157.
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Figure 4. Charlotte Salomon, “17” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004174.
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Figure 5. Jakob Steinhardt, detail from The Pessach Haggadah, 1921.
Woodcut on paper, 15 x 11.5 cm (Tel Aviv: Dvir Publishing House, 1979), 6.
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Figure 6. Janine Aghion, Untitled in Haggada de Pessah, 1925.
Watercolour on paper, 18x 15.5 cm (Paris: Les Textes Sacres Publisher, 1925), 50.
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Figure 7. Otto Geismar, page in Haggadah shel Pesach, 1928.
Illustration on paper, 22 x 34.5 cm (Berlin: B. Kahan, 1928), 31-32.
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Figure 8. Jakob Steinhardt, detail from The Pessach Haggadah, 1921.
Woodcut on paper, 15 x 11.5 cm (Tel Aviv: Dvir Publishing House, 1979), 19.
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Figure 9. Arthur Kolnik “Chad Gadya,” 1920-30.
Woodcut on paper, 54 × 43.2 cm.
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Figure 10. El Lissitzky “Chad Gadya,” 1923.
Lithograph print, 17.7 x 18.2 cm. Courtesy of the National Gallery of Art, Washington.
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Figure 11. El Lissitzky “Chad Gadya,” 1923.
Lithograph print, 17.7 x 18.2 cm. Courtesy of the National Gallery of Art, Washington.
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Figure 12. Arthur Szyk, page from The Szyk Haggadah, 1934-36.
Watercolour and gouache on paper, 24.5 x 22 cm. Courtesy of the Robbins Family Collection and
the Arthur Szyk Society, Burlingame, CA.
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Figure 13. Arthur Szyk, detail from The Szyk Haggadah, 1934-36.
Watercolour and gouache on paper, dimensions unknown. Courtesy of the Robbins Family
Collection and the Arthur Szyk Society, Burlingame, CA.
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Figure 14. Erwin Singer, detail from Die Haggadah Des Kindes, 1933.
Illustration on paper, dimensions unknown (Berlin: Hebräischer Verlag Menorah, 1933), 29.
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Figure 15. Erwin Singer, detail from Die Haggadah Des Kindes, 1933.
Illustration on paper, dimensions unknown (Berlin: Hebräischer Verlag Menorah, 1933), 29.
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Figure 16. Charlotte Salomon, “Was ist der Mensch, dass du sein gedenkest (What is man, that thou
art mindful of him)” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004155-D.
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Figure 17. Charlotte Salomon, “100” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004257.
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Figure 18. Charlotte Salomon, “113” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004270.
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Figure 19. Charlotte Salomon, Untitled in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004173.
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Figure 20. Charlotte Salomon, “Deutschland Deutschland über alles” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein
Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M005022.
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Figure 21.
Charlotte Salomon, “Lange stand sie so am Fenster (Thus she would stand and stand at the
window)” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004289.
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Figure 22. Charlotte Salomon, “22” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004179.
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Figure 23. Charlotte Salomon, “33” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004189.
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Figure 24. Charlotte Salomon, “55” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004207.
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Figure 25. Asher Anschel ben Eliezer Hazan and Issachar Baer ben Avraham Eliezer, page in the
Amsterdam Haggadah, 1695.
Letterpress and copper engraving on paper, 31 x 29.5 cm. Courtesy of The Israel Museum and The
Feuchtwanger Collection, Jerusalem.
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Figure 26. Charlotte Salomon, “28” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004235.
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Figure 27. Asher Anschel ben Eliezer Hazan and Issachar Baer ben Avraham Eliezer, detail from the
Amsterdam Haggadah, 1695.
Letterpress and copper engraving on paper, dimensions unknown. Courtesy of The Israel Museum
and The Feuchtwanger Collection, Jerusalem.
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Figure 28. Charlotte Salomon, “145” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004304.
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Figure 29. Charlotte Salomon, “148” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004305.
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Figure 30. Charlotte Salomon, “Und die Zeit geht weiter 9. November 1938 (And time marches on,
November 9, 1938)” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004304.
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Figure 31. Charlotte Salomon, “384” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004762.
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Figure 32. Charlotte Salomon, “420” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004798.
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Figure 33. Asher Anschel ben Eliezer Hazan and Issachar Baer ben Avraham Eliezer, detail from the
Amsterdam Haggadah, 1695.
Letterpress and copper engraving on paper, dimensions unknown. Courtesy of The Israel Museum
and The Feuchtwanger Collection, Jerusalem.
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Figure 34. Charlotte von Rothschild, page from Haggadah shel Pesach, 1842.
Oil paint on paper, 20.8 × 19 cm. Courtesy of The Braginsky Collection, Zürich.
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Figure 35. Jakob Steinhardt, detail from The Pessach Haggadah, 1921.
Woodcut on paper, 15 x 11.5 cm (Tel Aviv: Dvir Publishing House, 1979), 9.
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Figure 36. Zádor István, page in Hagada,1924
Lithograph, 26.5 x 19 cm.
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Figure 37. Arthur Szyk, page from The Szyk Haggadah, 1934-36.
Watercolour and gouache on paper, 24.5 x 22 cm. Courtesy of the Robbins Family Collection and
the Arthur Szyk Society, Burlingame, CA.
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Figure 38. Charlotte Salomon, “449” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004827.
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Figure 39. Charlotte Salomon, “537” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004914.
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Figure 40. Aryeh Ludwig Zuckerman, page from the Gurs Haggadah, 1941.
Ink on paper, dimensions unknown. Courtesy of Yad Vashem, Jerusalem.
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Figure 41. Karl Schwesig, image from the Gurs Haggadah, 1941.
Watercolour on paper, dimensions unknown. Courtesy of Yad Vashem, Jerusalem.
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Figure 42. Charlotte Salomon, “538” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004915.
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Figure 43. Charlotte Salomon, “539” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004915.
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Figure 44. Charlotte Salomon, “543” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004917.
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Figure 45. Charlotte Salomon, “545” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004918.
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Figure 46. Charlotte Salomon, “547” in Leben? oder Theater?: Ein Singespiel, 1940-42.
Gouache on paper, 24.5 x 33 cm. Courtesy of the Jewish Historical Museum and the Charlotte
Salomon Foundation, Amsterdam. Plate number M004919.

